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Summary
The International Prune Association (IPA) holds a Conference every 18 months in order to receive
updates, discuss and exchange information on:

•

The global prune industry supply/demand situation and outlook

•

The best practice production techniques and new techniques

•

Recent research projects in all producing countries

•

Promotion initiatives aimed at increasing consumption of prunes

The IPA has the following objectives:

•

To set up a permanent link between world prune producers

•

To co-ordinate actions aimed at protecting producers’ interests

•

To increase world consumption of prunes

•

To encourage and develop the exchange of up to date information concerning production and
market trends between members

•

To organise meetings between members of economic interest

Further, membership of the Association is open to:

•

Prune growers

•

Prune growers/packers recognized as significant growers by the members of their country

•

Organisations representing prune producers

Objectives
The global outlook for the prune industry has improved significantly in recent times, with lower
production ensuring that global supply and demand are much more in balance. The latest market
reports suggest that much improved prices are being paid for this product.
The IPA Conference is an important forum that brings all the major players together with the aim of
building co-operation across the producing countries and ensuring a sustainable future for the industry.
The continuing exchange of international supply and demand data, as well as co-operation in relation to
research into nutrition and health aspects of prunes, are good examples of this co-operation.
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The objectives of the project include:

•

Information sharing. The IPA conference and associated field trips provide delegates and
observers with access to important information about the world market outlook as well as
factors impacting production levels. Gathering the information is important in assisting
Australian prune growers to become more competitive.

•

Awareness. Delegates and observers are made aware of different aspects of prune production
and processing from other prune producing countries.

•

Technology transfer. Delegates are able to gather information about new technologies and
innovations developed by other member countries.

•

Networking. Delegates and observers, who participate in this conference event, are able to
establish contacts with growers, processors, packers, marketers and researchers from other
member countries.

•

Co-operation. Participation at the IPA conference enables the Australian industry and other IPA
member countries to work together to achieve benefits for producers in all member countries.
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Outcomes
The expected outcomes or objectives of the Study Tour have been outlined in the Summary.
An outline of how these objectives were met is detailed below:

•

Information sharing. The IPA country members each presented a Country Report sharing
information on production and sales statistics, quality assurance, promotions and the outlook for
the prune industry in their country.

•

Awareness. Delegates and observers discussed new and existing aspects of prune production
and processing during the conference. Elements were shared in the Country Reports as well as
in the “Quality Round Table” discussion.

•

Technology transfer. Several guest speakers shared information on new and improved
technology in the prune industries and delegates observed some of this new technology on the
field trip.

•

Networking. Delegates and observers, who participated in this conference event, were able to
establish contacts with growers, processors, packers, marketers and researchers from other
member countries sharing details and continuing to stay in contact after the conference has
finished.

•

Co-operation. An important aspect of the conference was the “Quality Roundtable” and this was
used very effectively to allow member countries to consider the direction they needed the global
industry to head and reach agreement on a global promotional strategy.
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Results of Discussions
Australian’s attendance at the IPA Conference has confirmed the value of ongoing liaison and
networking with major overseas producers of dried prunes.
All members who participated and the industry stakeholders who read the reports, have gained a better
understanding of the global dried prune industry and most importantly, the improved outlook for dried
prunes as a result of the reasonable balance in world supply and demand.
The findings from the IPA Conference have been outlined in summary articles published in The Vine
publication (a joint Dried Fruits Australia, Australian Table Grape Association magazine) which is
distributed to all prune growers on a quarterly basis. The first article was published in the April – June
2015 edition of The Vine and the second article was published in the Jul –Sept 2015 edition.
In addition, a report was prepared, presented and discussed at the Annual Growers’ Conference held on
8th September 2015 in Griffith, NSW.
HIA’s Hortlink online magazine will publish an article in late 2015.
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Implications for Australian Horticulture
The IPA conference has again confirmed that growers in all member countries are facing similar issues
to those confronting growers in Australia.
Reduced availability and rising cost of labour, strong competition from other crops, reduced government
funding for research, unpredictable weather conditions (drought) and reduced supply and high cost of
water are just a few of these.
The world prune orchard has stabilized as the rapid expansion of prune plantings in Chile and Argentina
have has stopped and the rapid removal of prune plantings in the US and France has slowed. This
means that the world production levels are low. Another factor which has contributed to low stocks are
poor crops worldwide, due to environmental factors. This has resulted in an increase in price in turn
increasing returns to growers.
Australia may be able to take advantage of the stabilised world prune orchard and increase plantings
slowly to avoid supply and demand issues. Controlled growth was the message conveyed to the
member countries.
The US industry continues to invest significant funds into health and nutrition research – providing
results which benefit the global dried prune industry.
This health and nutrition information will be used in worldwide promotions so all member countries are
promoting the same message.
The Chilean sun-drying (solar) technology may be implemented in Australia as we have similar climatic
conditions to Chile. Further investigated in the technology may be beneficial to see if it suits the
Australian conditions. Sun-drying may help the industry reduce the cost of production for growers and
may reduce the industries carbon foot print. This might make it more sustainable and cost effective.
This may also be used in promotional activity to promote a clean-green sustainable industry.
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Dissemination of Information
Following the IPA Conference, all delegates were required to provide input for a joint report on their
observations and conclusions.
As a result, summary articles were published in The Vine (July - Sept 2015 edition Vol. 11 Issue 3).
Prior to the study tour an article was published in The Vine (April - June 2015 edition Vol. 10 Issue 2).
Grant Delves (APIA Chairman) and Ann Furner (IDO) reported on the IPA Conference to members at the
organisation’s AGM and Annual Growers’ Conference on 8th September 2015.
All presentations at the IPA Conference can be found on the IPA website; www.ipaprunes.org
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Itinerary
15th IPA World Prune Congress
SIRMIONE, ITALY, MAY 25-31, 2015
Working Sessions
Monday, May 25th
17:00

Executive Committee Meeting

Villa Cortine Palace Hotel

Tuesday, May 26th
09:00

IPA General Assembly

Villa Cortine Palace Hotel

10:30

Coffee break

11:00

IPA 15th World Prune Congress Opening

Villa Cortine Palace Hotel

11:30

IPA Statistical Update

Christian Amblard

12:00

Producing Country Reports:
12:00

Australia

Grant Delves

12:20

Chile and Argentina

Andres Rodriguez

12:40

France

Dominique Botteon

13:00

Lunch

14:30

Conference resumption
14:30

Italy

Alberto Levi

14:50

Serbia

Aleksander Tomic

15:10

South Africa

Dappie Smit

15:30

United States of America

Donn Zea

15:50

Coffee break

16:15

Effects of dietary supplementation with prunes
on attainment or peak bone mass during growth
and development in mice

Dr. B. Halloran
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Wednesday, May 27th
09:30

Opening technical session

Villa Cortine Palace Hotel

09:45

Prune sun drying process in Chile

Erick Cea

Focus on sun-drying in South Africa

Chris Krone

Elements on dehydration in France

Jean Luc Jagueneau

11:00

Coffee Break

11:30

Producing 30-Brix puree from pulp
Remaining on prune pits after pitting

12:00

Andrea Rustichelli

Localizing irrigation rates with diversified
Qualities of soils in the same orchard

12:30

Lunch

14:00

Round-table: “Evolutionary Aspects of Quality”

Maurizio Marmugi

Safety: MRL’s and traceability
Information: “Clean Label” food products
Cultural requirements: origin, ethic production, sustainability
16:00

End of session

Thursday, May 28th
08:00

Technical Tour

17:30

Executive Committee Meeting

Villa Cortine Palace Hotel

19:30

Official group photo

Villa Cortine Palace Hotel
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Recommendations
For the Industry:

•

That the Australian Prune Industry Association should continue to maintain direct contact with
relevant IPA member countries so as to keep Australian growers fully informed about market
trends and new technologies that may be adapted for use by Australian growers.

•

That the Australian Prune Industry Association continues to evaluate new and old varieties and
include rootstocks at the variety trial sites.

•

That the Australian Prune Industry Association encourage all growers to deliver a consistently
high quality product, that is safe for the consumer.

•

That the Australian Prune Industry Association encourages new investments into value added
products, helping to reduce waste and increase returns to growers.

•

That the Australian Prune Industry Association encourages new investment in sun-drying
technology to reduce the industries carbon foot print. Sun-drying innovations outlined by the
Chileans look very promising and may be considered as an alternative to traditional dehydration,
reducing the costs and therefore increasing the grower margins.

•

That the Australian Prune Industry Association investigate consumer requirements to tailor
products to meet their needs. There is a need to better understand what consumers want or
need to know about dried prunes and to strategically promote both existing and new prune
products.

•

That the Australian Prune Industry Association investigate new markets and export
opportunities.

•

That the Australian Prune Industry Association encourage slow steady growth to reduce the
chance of a boom/bust cycle as seen in the past, emphasizing that quality is high on the
agenda.

•

That the Australian Prune Industry Association continues to better educate consumers about the
health benefits of prunes, changing the focus from just digestive health benefits.
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Appendices

Australian representatives are the Gala Dinner, Sirmione, Italy. May 2015.

Peter Raccanello, Yenda prune grower, inspecting Alberto Levi’s prune orchard in northern Italy. May
2015.
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